Take-Home Points
x Classical antidepressants are "dirty drugs" because their multiple mechanisms cause side effects
x Newer antidepressants are clean compared with these dirty drugs and produce a much improved side effect profile, but not improved antidepressant efficacy
x "Designer" antidepressants with two or more mechanisms may reduce side effects, improve antidepressant efficacy, or both T ine oxidase inhibitors, have multiple pharmacologic mechanisms, but only those increasing the availability of serotonin (5-HT) and norepinephrine (NE) explain antidepressant actions. 1 Their other actions, such as anticholinergic properties, are responsible for side effects. 1 This profile has given rise to the notion that multiple mechanisms mean "dirty drugs" and that the best drugs should be "smart bombs" attacking only a single receptor target. Thus, the classical antidepressants were replaced by the serotonin selective reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), which have essentially only a single neurotransmitter action, namely on 5-HT.
Some of the newest antidepressants, however, challenge the notion Some evidence indeed suggests that this is so, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] although not everyone agrees.
BRAINSTORMS is a monthly section of
9-10 The dual 5-HT/NE-action TCA clomipramine has proved to be superior to various single 5-HT-action SSRIs in several trials (e.g., references 5 and 6). The dual (5-HT/NE)-action agent venlafaxine preserves both the NE-and 5-HT-enhancing properties (especially at high doses) of the TCAs while cleaning up their undesired pharmacology. 1 One study suggests enhanced efficacy or more rapid onset of action for venlafaxine compared with an SSRI. 7 Similarly, the dual (5-HT/NE)-action agent mirtazapine may also have enhanced efficacy over an SSRI. 8 Although more research is clearly needed for all dual-acting drugs, it would not be surprising if these observations eventually hold up in more rigorously designed studies, because experienced clinicians have often combined antidepressants with independent therapeutic actions to effect a therapeutic response when single agents fail. Why couldn't the same benefit happen if a single molecule combined two actions in a form of "intramolecular augmentation"? Such a notion simply reinforces what skilled clinicians have been doing for a long time to treat patients unable to respond to or tolerate different antidepressants. That is, they have been combining therapeutic mechanisms by using multiple simultaneous therapeutic agents. This brings to mind the old saying that there are three types of psychopharmacologists: those who can count and those who can't. Wise clinicians suggest that the best ones are those who can't count: that is, combining therapeutic agents may yield
